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About This Game

Silverfall, a once glorious city, lies in the fantastical Kingdom of Nelwë, where the forces of Technology and Nature are
strongly opposed. Symptoms of this terrible conflict have begun to manifest physically as melded cyberbiologic organics and

living steam-driven automatons.
Drag your hero from the pits of this world and craft him into a mighty champion that can oppose the planet-choking Order of

Nothingness. Freedom to evolve in either the technological or spiritual paths is in your hands and you must choose your
comrades wisely to provide a balance and benefit to your efforts - but be cautious, any bias in your choices will either corrupt or

upgrade the growing world around you.

Create & customize your hero (face, sex, skin, hair...) from the 4 Nelwë races (human, elf, goblin & troll).
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Your hero advances without class limits and with more than 130 skills & magic spells at his disposal.

Freely explore a stunning and immense fantasy world!

From the floating city of Cloudworks, to the volcanic scenery of the city of Blazis.

Revolutionary light and shadow effects combine with a realistic physics engine which gives never seen before detail to
the environment & special effects.

Playable with up to 8 players in multiplayer mode through either a LAN connection or on the Internet, with cooperative
play or PvP.
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Title: Silverfall
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Monte Cristo
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2007

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Italian
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Already been thinking about doing that for years, game.. this game looks like a amateur game developer's first project and as if
it was made in 1980's. i shocked when i learned this game actually was made in 2012. it looks so old and ugly. gameplay is also
not enjoyable and background music is annoying.. The two new factions, Elite and Nomad, add some really interesting new
mechanisms to OTC. I've spent dozens of hours already on the updated tutorials and addtional campaign elements, this adds
quite a bit of fresh challenges to the single player game. On the multiplayer side, the expansion has shaken things up quite a bit
and it's a lot of fun watching the meta evolve daily as people try to figure out with to do with the new Io maps and factions. I've
purchased a few copies of the DLC for friends, that's how much I love it. Grab it now!. Dont do it. You have melee that can
move\/see two spaces and archers that can move one space but fire ten. That your weapon range is five times as far as you can
see is a little odd. No RNG, just do 3 damage with archer A or 3 damage with archer B. most of the fight is blind so where is the
strategy?

I will give this one more try but it could be one of the worst games I have played in a long while and I love turn based games.
Absolutely brilliant game, no doubt! But i have one major problem, in the betas you had ninjas, neon, and some other things but
they have removed them. (for now) Probably to restyle them but i was looking forward to playing with some star wars bois! But
overall i really recommend the game, i would say around 9/10 but when they add in more units, i will definetly (sorry about
spelling) give a 20/10. Thanks for reading!
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I have been searching for a game like Slicks 'n Slide for years now, and this is as close as any has gotten.

The controls are fine. You can choose between the sensible default 'Relative' controls (thrust, brake, turn left, turn right) and
'Absolute' (accelerates you in the direction being pressed) which... would probably take some getting used to.

The handling feels a little wooden. I would've liked some more sliding around corners, but it still takes some skill to get around the
tracks fast.

The tracks are fine. More would be welcome, of course, but none of them are awful or anything. Rather a handful of decent tracks
than hundreds of filler.

The camera, like the controls, can be set from 'Dynamic' which zooms in on the action, to 'Static' which shows the entire track on
screen. Just like good ol' Slicks 'n Slide

Online play is available, but honestly, I got it for local multiplayer and for that purpose this game is more than worth it. While you
can't define your keys (like in Slicks 'n Slide) at least it allows two players to use the keyboard.. Super fun. Reminds me of Secret of
Mana and Mario Paint had a baby with Nippon Ichi as the surrogate mother. If you like that SNES feel to a game then check it
out.. An enjoyable puzzle game, Patterna kept my attention for dozens and dozens of hours. You need to determine which cells are
or are not marked as part of 'the pattern' based on given distribution\/adjacency information, somewhat akin to Minesweeper or
Hexcells. Like the latter of those, all puzzles are set up in a way that you never strictly need to make a random guess.

The thing that's really singular about Patterna in my view is the robustness of the random level generator. I was able to find settings
that generated interesting random puzzles more often than not. The only issue is that sometimes the chain of reasoning was difficult
enough that I needed to break out pen and paper and brute force the next move, which generally felt more like bookkeeping than
entertainment. On the whole, though, the game did a good job of hitting a reasonable middle ground of difficulty.. Overall it was a
good game at the time, offering many new features that other games lacked. But tons of bugs and poor implementation of some
features makes this game inferior to more "modern" options such as the sequel 7.62 also available on Steam.

I remember playing this game several years ago, just before I got my copy of 7.62 High Calibre. I really like some of the features
that Brigade E5 included, such as SPM and the weapons selection and customization. But the game was plagued with a lot of bugs
that would make you want to pull your hair out. And even after all of these years, a lack of patches or bug fixes will have the game
leaving a sour taste in your mouth.

If you like this style of game but want some "improvements", I would suggest you get 7.62 High Calibre and install the Blue Sun
Mod (BSM) which includes the unofficial patch. That game offers newer graphics and better stability (mostly), newer UI and
improvements to previous features, new weapons and locations, and a ton of other stuff.

Some of the biggest complaints that I have about Brigade E5:

1) When leaving items in the bank vault, for some reason any stacked items disappear. For example, if I have 5 boxes of M882
ammunition in the vault, coming back to the vault after a day or so of game time will cause the stack of 5 boxes to magically turn
into one box. This tested same with magazines, armor, weapons, anything that was stacked.

2) Your weapons get dirty super-fast, to the point where it's simply \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
For example, just moving from one map sector to another and your weapons can gather up 3-9% dirt. Even weapons that were
stored in your backpack and have never been fired will still accumulate dirt rather fast. It's as if your characters are spending
several hours a day intentionally crawling through mud and muck, and shoving dirt into their rucksacks for no good reason.

3) The bank system itself seems flawed, as your money frequently "gets stolen" when the bank is robbed. Doesn't matter if you had
$5,000 or $500,000 in the bank, every few days it seems a robbery makes all that cash go poof. So while the thought of earning
interest is tempting, the risk of losing it all makes it useless.

4) The lack of a centralized storage method means you'll often times be hauling tons of stuff to the opposite side of the map just to
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drop off equipment that you plan to save for future merc hires. And if you need to equip new gear for a specific mission, that still
means a lot of walking. When combined with the above-mentioned vault bug, you're pretty much better off just selling everything
you're not currently using and buying it when you do need it (if it's even available).

5) Enemies tend to spawn in or glitch through terrain, sometimes placing them in locations where they can shoot you easily yet you
can't seem to hit them at all. Or enemies that "hide" inside of terrain making it impossible to hit them, but they can drop out and
shoot you in the nuts when they're good and ready.

6) Hired mercs give absolutely zero warning when their contracts are about to end. You'll be marching down the road to your next
mission objective when suddenly they say they're leaving, give you no time to extend their contract. At least in 7.62 HC the game will
pause and a warning message pops up informing you that they'll be leaving in 24 hours, which gives you plenty of time to either
extend their contract or at least drop them off in a location where they can be easily found later should you choose to rehire them.

I guess I could actually keep going on and on with bugs, flawed game mechanics, etc. And that's likely because I am fairly biased
towards 7.62 HC after having played it for a while. My general opinion is that Brigade E5 was a decent game at the time, and
showed a lot of potential. If you're a fan of 7.62 High Calibre already, or just a fan of the Jagged Alliance games, you should
play at least a few hours of Brigade E5 even if solely as a means of education and novelty.

In regards to my recommendation to play the game, I'll say yes it's worth playing, even if just to see for yourself.. While it is pretty
to look at, The Blue Flamingo is rather underwhelming as a game.

1) Control lag and movement inertia. I hope you don't like having fine control over your ship. It makes the game vastly less
enjoyable to play as a result.

2) Enemy design is incredibly basic. There's a lot of the same enemy from the last level, who flies the exact same way and shoots
the exact same way, over and over, level after level. There are even enemies that litereally do nothing but take a bunch of hits.
Nothing remotely interesting starts to show up until you've looped the game around six times.

3) Weapons are dull and uninteresting. Leveling up your shot only increases fire rate. No shot type selection or variety to choose
from.

4) Color selection. In most games of this type, certain colors are reserved for important information (such as enemy bullets), so they
are always visible and clear. The nighttime cityscape background breaks this basic design rule, as bullets and enemies blend
seamlessly into the background colors. Lucky for us enemy fire is absurdly predictable.

5) Menus ignore your button config; you always have to press enter to do anything regardless of what you set for your action
buttons. Also they use blinking text to show what you are highlighting, meaning you have to wait a second just to see what you're
actually selecting.

In conclusion, The Blue Flamingo has sloppy controls and uninteresting gameplay. Not recommended.

If you're looking for good shmups on Steam, I can recommend: Crimzon Clover, Kamui, Jamestown, Alltynex 2nd, Astebreed,
Danmaku Unlimited 2, Ether Vapor Remaster, RefleX, and Satazius.. Last Episode of the series :( but hopfully not the last game!. I
genenally like hidden object games, especially if there is a storyline behind it. This game does not focus much on a storyline, rather
having missions to accomplish by finding objects in different locations and in various modes. Nonetheless, i like how challenging it
can get, as the objects change positions after re-exploring a certain location, so it is not that easy but not that hard either. What i
mostly love of the game is the soundtracks playing on the background while finding objects!. kinda boring....... Its a fine game but I
wouldnt recommend it if you dont want to go through rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical game to just jump through. This
has 20 levels and each one of them will be a real pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.. This DLC is based on a famous
mission from THEIF II the metal age it provides and extra hour or so of stuff to do but i would reccomend you buy it when its on
sale its not worth it at full price -much like the normal game-
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